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Abstract—Smartphones carry a plethora of sensitive and per-
sonally identifiable information (PII) such as email addresses,
GPS coordinates, names, and phone numbers. A common occur-
rence in the design of many popular smartphone applications
is to harvest this user data for consumer market analysis and
targeted advertising. Transmitting sensitive PII data without the
user’s explicit knowledge has been given the name “information
leakage.” Unfortunately, the permission systems employed by
modern smartphone OSes are too coarse grained, presenting an
“all or nothing” choice to users making it largely insufficient
to defend against information leakage attacks. In this paper we
propose a network-filtering based solution, which uses an entirely
on-device VPN to capture and scan network packets for PII data.
Our novelty is a specially designed string searching algorithm
used to scan network packets, and a Naive Bayes classifier to
learn and predict the user’s desired action when information
leakage occurs. We evaluate and compare our work to other
recent literature. We achieve 2MB/s throughput with our string
searching algorithm and ~66% accuracy with our Naive Bayes
classifier after building a training set of only 50 observations.

Index Terms—mobile, information leakage, VPN, string match-
ing, string searching, android, app, Naive Bayes, classifier, privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

In the modern world, smartphones are ubiquitous and for
many people serve as their primary computing device. Smart-
phones are unique in the face of other computing platforms,
because of the abundance of personal and sensitive infor-
mation they channel and store such as location information,
passwords, intellectual property, and contact details. The two
dominant smartphone operating systems Android and iOS
provide sophisticated permission systems, which attempt to
guard much of this information. Unfortunately, these systems
are currently insufficient. Users are tasked with identifying
suspicious permission sets, and granting permissions to apps
only when it is appropriate. Furthermore, the permission
systems are too coarse grained.

A common security issue, despite the permission system,
is information leakage. Applications invoke a permission in
benign circumstances, then take advantage of that permission
at a later time, unbeknownst to the user, for malicious or
semi-malicious purposes. An example is a weather app which
requests the user’s location via precise GPS coordinates (re-
quiring permissions to use the GPS API) to provide localized
weather forecasts. The app can then, in the background,
harvest the user’s location periodically and transmit it off-

device over the Internet. The harvested data can be sold
or given to advertising agencies, consumer marketing firms,
adversarial governments, or a myriad of other entities such
as law enforcement [1]. Information leakage is a growing
problem in the modern digital world [2].

User data is the resource that drives the modern digital
economy via targeted advertising, and consumer market re-
search [3]. Unfortunately, large corporations, governments,
and organizations have begun to abuse their position to harvest
this resource in ways that are privacy invading, and abusive.
Without better protections consumer privacy will be eroded
to only the rich and powerful, and eventually made extinct.
Governments and organizations can abuse their power by
using personal information to force important decisions, shape
behaviors, and control the reputations of everyday citizens. In-
formation leakage is also used for corporate espionage [4] and
raises concerns of national security [5]. Organizations stand
to lose millions of dollars to leaked intellectual privacy, and
governments must face increased issues of national defense.

App based smartphone services are wildly popular (e.g.,
ride hailing, weather forecasts, GPS navigation, communica-
tions, dating, social media, banking, shopping, etc.). However,
users pay the price by involuntarily releasing information
about themselves, often without realizing it [6]. Solving the
information leakage problem requires nuance in a variety
of ways. First, dis-allowing all sensitive information from
being transmitted off-device is not acceptable, because it
would fundamentally break many if not all popular services.
Second, different users have different preferences in terms of
privacy. For some, targeted advertising based on ZIP code
is acceptable, while for others all targeted advertising may
be unacceptable. Still others may not object to having their
precise GPS coordinates leaked. Third, privacy preferences
are subtle and complex, varying based on app, time of day,
context, and purpose. Fourth, any system that seeks to be
widely adopted must be easy to install, configure, and use
for average consumers. Finally, leaking apps are likely to
make changes to sensitive data before transmitting it. Small
changes include perturbations such as rounding numbers to a
few decimal places, or converting a string to lower-case. Larger
changes include encryption, compression, and re-encoding of
data.

Related efforts in recent literature attempt to solve infor-
mation leakage with varying techniques. However, across all



of these efforts, there are three areas that have not yet been
deeply explored. The first is identifying sensitive information
that has been slightly modified before it is transmitted off-
device. It is reasonable to expect that an app might convert
a string to lowercase, truncate a value, or re-arrange data
before transmitting it. Existing approaches most similar to
ours usually perform exact string matching [7]–[9], or rely
on information flow-tracking [10], [11], which can struggle
in these scenarios that usually involve implicit flows. The
second area of improvement over existing recent work is in
the remediation stage. When information leakage is detected,
the action to take is not straightforward due to varying user
preferences. Most previous work stops at the detection phase
and simply alerts the user that an incident has occurred.
Thirdly, suppose the user is given the option to take some
action when information leakage occurs. For example, they
may choose to replace the sensitive value with a dummy value
[12]. In this case an arduous burden is placed on the user to
specify for thousands of possible events what action to take;
either manually at the time of each event, or in a complex
configuration step.

Furthermore, several previous works require elaborate se-
tups sometimes involving a second computer, multiple soft-
ware packages, beforehand “offline” stages, or advanced con-
figuration of several systems to work together [13]–[15]. They
are sometimes only implemented for a specific version of
Android or iOS, and only work on certain handsets [10],
[11]. Our work aims to make a system that is easy to install,
configure, and use by typical, non-expert users.

In this work we present VPN+, a VPN solution that runs
entirely on-device to detect and inhibit information leakage
incidents. VPN+ makes use of the Android VPN API. Based
on PrivacyGuard [7], we implement a local “server” in our app
to avoid setup or use of any external machines. Our application
monitors all network traffic from all apps installed on the
device and scans packets for a myriad of sensitive and PII data.
To efficiently search for PII data we design and implement
an efficient approximate string matching algorithm. When PII
data is found, we present the user with the choice to “allow”
or “block” the packet. To relive the user from the burden of
making this choice many times we implement a multinomial
Naive Bayes classifier to automatically learn and predict the
user’s preferences.

Our contributions are as follows:
• An “approximate string matching” algorithm, which can

efficiently identify target strings in a larger body of text
even when the target string appears with some minor
changes. We use this algorithm to search for sensitive
and PII data in outbound network traffic.

• Feature selection, and implementation for a Naive Bayes
classifier to learn and predict user choices about when
to block or allow information leakage incidents. Our
classifier trains on three features: 1) App Name, 2) PII
category, and 3) Destination.

• Design, implementation, and evaluation of our sensitive
information leakage defense solution: VPN+. Our
system is able to scan packets at a rate of ≈2MB/s and
accurately predict the user’s preference in 2

3 of cases
after only a few dozen samples.

VPN+ is fully open source and is licensed under the GNU
General Public License v3.0; it can be found at https://
github.com/paung23/VPNplus .

II. RELATED WORK

Haystack from authors Razagphpanah et al., [9] and Pri-
vacyGuard from authors Song et al., [7] are both examples
of an entirely “on-device” VPN-based networking filtering
solutions very similar to VPN+. Subsequent work from Shuba
et al., AntMonitor improves on the model further [8], [16].
These are all elaborate implementations of VPN software
focusing on network performance with careful designs utiliz-
ing multiple threads. PII detection is done by applying basic
string matching techniques. AntMonitor has the most sophisti-
cated approach; they use the “Aho-Corasick” algorithm, which
searches for multiple target strings in a text simultaneously
using a trie data structure. VPN+ improves on these works in
two specific ways. First, in the user preferences / triage stage
we implement a Naive Bayes classifier to automatically learn
and predict the user’s preferences. Second, our string matching
algorithm can account for changes in the target string. In
previous work, a single mismatched character is enough to
discount an entire sequence as “mismatched.”

Recon is a cross platform system that reveals PII leaks
[17] in network streams. It uses machine learning to predict
whether entire streams contain sensitive user information.
Their implementation relies on supervised training of the
network streams. Their VPN implementation employs a cloud
server and is envisioned to possibly run on the user’s personal
residential router. VPN+ alternatively aims to be extremely
easy for users to setup, configure, and use, which is why it is
implemented as an entirely “on-device” solution.

Oasis [18] is a framework in which Android applications
define operations on sensitive data and can then instruct the
framework to perform those operations. Tokens are given to
the application by the framework in place of actual sensitive
data. Critically, Oasis requires (maybe malicious) apps to “opt-
in” to the framework. Without widespread cultural acceptance
and understanding of such a framework, it is likely that
malicious apps simply won’t participate.

A. Dynamic Information Flow Tracking on Mobile

Several works attempt to detect information leakage attacks
via dynamic information flow tracking (DIFT), sometimes
referred to as “taint tracking” [10], [11], [19]–[22].

DIFT systems require modifications deep in the software
stack such as in the operating system kernel, in the Android
framework, in the Java (Dalvik) virtual machine, and in the
ART Android Java runtime. Users typically must run a custom
firmware (OS) on their mobile device. Some systems require

https://github.com/paung23/VPNplus
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modifying the compiler or instrumenting the target application.
Although there are other limitations, these substantial, deeply
integrated changes are the most significant, because they
severely impact widespread adoption and the user-experience.
To date, each of these works have only produced prototype
implementations, which are only functional on a short list of
specific hardwares and Android OS versions. For example,
TaintDroid [10] the oldest, and best established implementa-
tion is frozen on Android version 4.3 and can only be installed
on devices which can run the pure open source AOSP (Google
“Nexus” and “Pixel” devices).

B. Differential Privacy

Several works that interface with the concept of “differential
privacy” [23]–[26] are also related. Systems and datasets
that incorporate differential privacy can be used for various
applications and analysis, while preserving users’ identities.
Tremendous amounts of research efforts are focused on de-
veloping such systems. One exemplary recent work by Lin
Yao et al. [23] focuses on situations where a database of
user trajectory data has been anonymized and published. Their
work demonstrates how to modify the data in order to prevent
attackers from de-anonymization a specific user with special
knowledge (e.g., The target user is known to have traveled to
location l1 and then location l2 at time t1 and t2 respectfully).
Other works seek to re-design existing popular services, but in
a way that guarantees differential privacy in a mathematically
robust way [27], [28].

Most differential privacy efforts remain theoretical and im-
practical to be built or used directly. Our efforts are to provide
an easy to install and use software. Our hope is that VPN+ can
be used to enable many more users to block or obfuscate their
sensitive data. VPN+ allows modifying sensitive mobile data
en route to service providers without the provider’s knowledge
or consent, which can be catalyzed with sophisticated methods
of obfuscation designed to achieve differential privacy with
these services.

C. “Offline” Information Leakage Defenses

Some information leakage defense systems are designed in
such a way that they cannot be run entirely on-device by an
end-user. Jetstream [14], Agrigento [15], VetDroid [29] and the
work from Reardon et al., [13] are prominent examples. These
systems execute apps on a customized platform or environment
and record network transmissions, searching for evidence of
leakage of sensitive user data and PIIs. These systems have
impressive results, but cannot be used by regular consumers.
VPN+ runs entirely on-device as a regular app. It does not
require root permissions, or a specialized environment, or
custom firmware. It presents the user with a very simple and
intuitive UI that is easy to use and understand.

III. BACKGROUND

The novelty of our work is the improvement of the PII
detection over that in pre-existing works. In the most basic
sense the problem is a form string matching. Given a target

string representing the PII, such as the current GPS coordinates
or the device IMEI number, it is our goal to determine if
this string is present in any of the outbound network packets.
The network packets are given as a stream of bytes. Once
concatenated together, they can be interpreted as a (relatively
large) string.

Name Approx. Size
Advertiser ID 36 chars = 288Bytes

Phone Number 10 chars = 80Bytes
Device IMEI 16 chars = 128Bytes

Email Address 20 characters = 160Bytes
Name of City / County 15 character = 120Bytes
User’s Personal Name 12 characters = 96Bytes

GPS Coordinates 18 characters * 2 = 288Bytes
ZIP Code 5 characters = 40Bytes
Password 8 characters = 64Bytes

MAC Address 17 characters = 136Bytes

TABLE I
PII CATEGORIES

A. Challenges

There are three specific challenges in this problem that we
seek to overcome in our solution.

• The target strings are numerous. The user may be
interested in the leakage of any / all of the PII categories
listed in Table I and there are numerous specific
values for many of these categories. Users are not only
interested in protecting their own PII, but they may also
want to know about or prevent transmission of the email
address, phone numbers, and names of those people in
their contact list(s).

• The application transmitting the PII may make minor
perturbations to the PII data itself. Common perturbations
might include rounding floating point numbers, truncating
characters from names, converting to upper-case or lower-
case, removing special characters, or inserting various
formatting and punctuation characters.

• The magnitude of the outbound network data is vastly
larger than the magnitude of the target PII data values.
A typical smartphone user may transmit 10’s of GB’s of
data each month whereas the PII categories in Table I are
only 10’s of bytes each. It is necessary to search through
the vast outbound network data efficiently.

B. Boyer-Moore Algorithm

Part of our work is based on the Boyer-Moore string-
searching algorithm. This algorithm takes a relatively large
text (a string of m characters) and a target (a string of n
characters). It is generally assumed that n < m; in our
application n << m. The algorithm seeks to determine if
the target is present in the text.

text: droid46,lat=40.0056,lon=-72.23...
target: 40.0056



The algorithm works by first aligning the target at the
beginning of the text as show above. It then checks for
individual character mismatches beginning at the end of the
target and working backwards. In this case 5 == 4 is the
first mismatch, detected at position 5. The algorithm searches
for an occurrence of “4” in the target and determines it is
safe to shift the target by the corresponding amount (in this
case a shift of 5 positions, see below). By shifting more than
one position in most cases, the algorithm gains much of its
efficiency advantage.

text: droid46,lat=40.0056,lon=-72.23...
target: 40.0056

IV. VPN+ DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a fully functional VPN application on the
Android platform that supports any device running Android
4.0 or newer. Thanks to the efforts of others [8], [17], and the
open source tool PrivacyGuard [7], much of the work of build-
ing a functional and efficient VPN has already been solved.
It is important to note that our implementation maintains a
few important design decisions inherited from previous work.
Specifically, our implementation...

• does not require root privileges.
• does not require any cloud platform or secondary com-

puter besides the target device.
• is efficient, utilizing multiple threads to achieve high data

throughput.
• implements a MITM SSL proxy to decrypt and inspect

encrypted TLS / SSL packets.
• consumes modest battery power, CPU usage, and mem-

ory.
The information flow of our system can be seen in Fig. 1.

Apps installed on the device arbitrarily make use of PII data
from various sources such as the device IMEI, the user’s
email address, and the GPS coordinates. VPN+ intercepts
all network packets via the Android VPN API. Deep packet
inspection (DPI) is performed on every outbound packet using
our approximate string matching algorithm as described in
Section IV-A. If there is no PII data found then the packet
is forwarded directly to its destination. However, if some PII
data is found in a packet, then information leakage has been
detected. To triage the information leakage incident, three
inputs are sent to a Naive Bayes classifier; 1) the PII category,
2) the sending application’s name, and 3) the destination. The
classifier then determines if the user is likely to approve or
rebuke the event as described in Section IV-B. If approved,
the target packet is forwarded on to its destination. If not, the
packet is blocked or the PII data in question may be replaced
with a benign value.

A. PII detection

Our PII detection algorithm is based on the popular Boyer-
Moore string matching algorithm (see Section III-B for de-
tails). This algorithm makes the assumption that the target
string can be matched in the text exactly or not at all. This

Fig. 1. VPN+ System Diagram

is not true when searching for PIIs in network packet data.
The malicious or semi-malicious application may have slightly
modified the target in some minor way such as rounding off
floating point numbers, truncating characters from names, or
inserting various formatting and punctuation characters. Exist-
ing works implement basic direct string matching algorithms
like Boyer-Moore, which will likely result in false negatives.

In response to this, our approach is a modification of the
standard Boyer-Moore algorithm. When identifying the mis-
matches between the target and text Boyer-Moore identifies a
perfect match if and only if every character in the text matches
every character in the target at the current alignment. This
is too strict. Instead, we use the notion of edit-distance to
identify if the target matches the text partially or mostly at
the current offset. Specifically, we use Levenshtein distance,
which is measured as the minimum number of edits necessary
in order to make the two strings match. Edits may be any



combination of a) character insertions, b) character deletions,
or c) character substitutions. The Levenshstein distance is typ-
ically defined recursively; our implementation uses dynamic
programming to maximize efficiency. Considering the example
used previously:

text: droid46,lat=40.0056,lon=-72.23...
target: 40.0056

The Levenshstein distance L() is computed between the target
and text at the current offset L(“40.0056”, “droid46”) = 6.
L() outputs a value [0, len(target)]. Using the output of
L() we compute the similarity of the two strings § =
1 − (6/len(target)) = 1

7 . The Boyer-Moore algorithm then
searches for a matching character working backwards. A key
observation is that such a matching character may not exist
at all in the text, due to minor perturbations implemented by
the app. Instead we use the similarity score § to select how to
advance the offset:

offset =

{
offset+ 1, 0.75 ≥ § ≥ 0.5
offset+ len(target)/2, 0.5 > §

If the similarly score § ≥ 0.75 we assume the target PII
data has been found in the text at the current offset and the
algorithm returns True. The threshold values 0.75 and 0.5
were selected empirically.

B. Remediation
Identifying that PII data is leaving the device is not sufficient

to protect the user. The user must be alerted and given the
appropriate information and context to decide if the leakage
incident is acceptable or not. This remediation or “triage”
stage is necessary to inform the user about the severity of
the threat, and what they might do. A sophisticated system
will allow the user to configure automatic actions for similar
events in the future (e.g., when < theweatherapp > transmits
< GPScoordinates > to < advertiserURL > automat-
ically < replace > with < coordinatesofcitycenter >).
To the authors’ knowledge, the triage stage has not yet been
deeply explored in regard to information leakage attacks in the
literature.

1) Framework for PII Leakage Remediation: We propose
a user preference mechanism in which the user can
specify an action for a given combination of < App >
+ < PIIDataCategory > + < Destination >. In
this framework < App >, as shown in Table II may be
the application name (an arbitrary string defined in the
application) or the application’s package name which is,
by Java convention, the organization’s domain name in
reverse order from top-level down to the lowest possible
sub-domain. This generally creates a unique domain name
for the application in a way that is intuitive and consistent
for developers. It is enforced by the Google Play Store app
market. The PII categories can be seen in Table I. Examples
of < Destination > can be seen in Table III.

Requiring the user to manually input their preference for
what action to take for every combination of < App >,

App Name Examples
Twitter: com.twitter.android
Glassdoor: com.glassdoor.app
Facebook: com.facebook.orca

TABLE II
APPLICATION NAMES

Destination Category Examples
1st Party: Twitter App → twitter.com

3rd Party: Twitter App → api.giflib.com
Advertising Network: Twitter App → admob.google.com

TABLE III
DESTINATION DOMAIN NAMES BY CATEGORY

< PIIDatacategory >, and < Destination >, is too oner-
ous. Instead, we propose a multinomial Naive Bayes classifier
to learn (train) and automatically enact actions on (classify)
leakage events. To gather labeled data, for the training phase,
the system begins by always asking the user for manual input
to specify what their preference is at the time of a detected
leak via a UI element. An example is show in the screenshot
in Fig. 2. The user has the option to “Allow” or “Block”
the leak, which is a one-time choice. After gathering some
labeled data from several leakage events, the system is able to
train and reasonably predict the user’s desired action in future
occurrences.

Fig. 2. UI asking for user action during an information leakage event.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluated our VPN+ implement on a Nexus 5X smart-
phone, which has a Qualcomm MSM8992 Snapdragon 808
CPU, and 2GB of RAM. The device is running the Google
provided “factory image” of Android version 8.1.0, which is
the newest available for this device [30]. At the time of writing
the newest version of Android available is 10.0.0, which only



supports a small set of specific devices. The Android VPN
API is available on all Android versions 4.0 and newer, so
the specific Android version used is not consequential in our
experiments.

A. Information Leakage Detection

Previous work routinely evaluates the performance of their
information leakage detection systems by running many apps
and interacting with them manually, or via an automated tool.
Usually multiple leakage events are counted individually even
if in actuality the same instance is being triggered repeatedly.
The number of leaks found are then compared to previous
work as there is no definitive, illustrious ground truth. We used
our system to measure the leaks found in four well-known
apps (shown in Table IV) and recorded the total number of
information leaks, by category, that were observed. The results
can be seen in Fig. 3.

0 5 10
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WeChat

Taobao

MyFitnessPal

Gmail

Number of Leaks Detected

ZIP
Phone
GPS
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MAC

Fig. 3. Information leaks observed with VPN+. Note: leaking instances are
not unique.

We aim to separate the concept of individual leakage events,
from unique leakage instances. We define a leakage event as
simply some sensitive data or PII identified in an outbound
network packet. A leakage “instance” we define as the under-
lying leakage functionality. Information leakage instances are
unique, built into a target application, and in theory should
be reproducible. A single leakage instance can be triggered
multiple times causing multiple leakage events. Just as a single
software vulnerability can be exploited multiple times causing
multiple attack events.

B. Information Leakage Case Studies

Instead of striving to measure a considerably large number
of leakage events, we perform targeted case studies on these
four apps. We use our system to find specific, unique instances
of information leakage in a few select applications in a way
that is precise and reproducible. We chose four widely popular

apps, as shown in Table IV and reverse engineered specific
actions the user can take, which will result in PII data being
leaked. For each application we spent about 1hr interacting
with the app, seeking to find unique, individual information
leakage instances that may be triggered at will. It is important
to note that these information leakage events may or may not
be considered malicious depending on user sensibilities, the
context, and the feature(s) the information supports (if any).

1) WeChat: WeChat is a social media and group messaging
app, popular in China, developed by Tencent. We found
WeChat to contain four unique leakage instances. First, imme-
diately upon opening the app, WeChat leaks the user’s GPS
coordinates. It is important to note that this leak occurs before
the application requests permissions from the user to access
the location API. This is likely possible due to the well known
LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation() API
call [31], which allows an application to get the last known
location fix obtained. This value can be filled by another
unrelated app, that does have location permissions, before-
hand. Acquiring a location fix is a common occurrence by
many apps, and so it is reasonable to believe it occurred
prior to our launching WeChat. Critically, applications can
access the getLastKnownLocation() function without
any user interaction or awareness whatsoever, as we suspect
was observed here.

Fig. 4. WeChat Screenshot.

After initiating the “Shake”
or “People Nearby” features
WeChat does request loca-
tion permissions, if granted it
once again transmits the GPS
coordinates immediately after
the user activates the “People
Nearby” feature, which we do
not count as a unique leakage
instance.

Initiating the “Top Stories”
feature causes WeChat to leak
the phone number of the de-
vice, which we count as a
third instance of information
leaking. Fourth and finally, at
some seemingly random point,
WeChat leaks the phone num-
bers of the user’s entire contact
list. We consider this one leak-
age instance despite VPN+ re-
porting each of the phone numbers as a leakage event.

The complete sequence of actions we performed is the
following: Launch WeChat → log in → add a new friend
via QR Code → send an arbitrary message to that new friend
→ receive an arbitrary message from that friend → call that
new friend → initiate video chat → end the call → click
the “discover” tab → perform the “Shake” feature → quit
“Shake” → click the “People Nearby” tab → browse / wait
→ quit “People Nearby” → click the “Top Stories” tab →
browse / wait → quit “Top Stories” → click the “Moments”



App Name Package Version Unique Leakage Instances Total Leakage Events
WeChat com.tencent.mm 7.0.10 4 22
Taobao com.taobao.taobao 9.3.3 2 21

MyFintessPal com.myfitnesspal.android 19.12.0 2 12
Map My Run com.mapmyrun.android2 20.1.0 N/A N/A

Gmail com.google.android.gm 2019.12.30.289507923 2 23

TABLE IV
APPLICATIONS USED FOR CASE STUDY.

tab→ browse / wait→ quit “Moments”→ navigate to account
settings → view user profile → quit settings → quit the app.

2) Taobao: Taobao is a Chinese online shopping website
owned and developed by Alibaba in China. We tested the
companion app of the same name. We found Taobao to leak
the device phone number after first signing in to the app
immediately after launching. Throughout our usage the GPS
coordinates were leaked multiple times. The precise actions
that caused the GPS leaks could not be determined. We
observed two instances of information leakage. However, there
of course may be more. Taobao was more challenging to
evaluate, because the interface is entirely in Chinese, which
none of the authors of this work are fluent in.

Fig. 5. Taobao Screenshot.

The complete sequence of
actions we performed is the
following: Launch Taobao →
sign up for a new account (di-
rectly inputting a phone num-
ber) → log in using said ac-
count → search for arbitrary
items using the search bar →
browse / wait → add arbitrary
items to the cart→ explore the
app arbitrarily→ quit the app.

3) MyFitnessPal:
MyFitnessPal is a smartphone
app and website that uses
gamification strategies to
help users track diet and
exercise habits. It is owned
and developed by Under
Armour, Inc. We observed
MyFitnessPal leaking the GPS
coordinates and the user’s

phone number for a total of two instances. Similarly to
WeChat, it is important to note that the app leaks these values
before requiring the intuitively corresponding permissions.

In order to fully evaluate MyFitnessPal we installed its
accompaniment app “MapMyRun.” MapMyRun was promoted
directly in the MyFitnessPal app as a mechanism to track the
user’s running history. It is developed in conjunction with
MyFintessPal by what appears to be subsidiary of Under
Armour Inc.

The complete sequence of actions we performed is the
following: Launch MyFitnessPal → sign up for an account
and log in → enter personal health information as prompted
→ install, launch, and log into MapMyRun with the same

account → return to MyFitnessPal → log arbitrary meals →
quit the app.

4) Gmail: Gmail is a free email service (app, website, and
API) provided by Google. We discovered that the Gmail app
leaks the user’s ZIP code at arbitrary times. Secondarily, when
Gmail is put into the background, it leaks the device phone
number (ostensibly triggered by onPause(), onStop(), or
onDestroy()). It is important to note that these values are
leaked by the app despite the fact that the user never explicitly
enters his/her ZIP code or phone number.

The complete sequence of actions we performed is the
following: Launch Gmail → log in → compose and send
arbitrary emails → receive arbitrary emails → quit the app.

Google is notorious for harvesting content from user emails
to perform targeted advertising. In our evaluation we consider
information explicitly input and transmitted by the user, such
as in the body of an email, to be exempt from information
leakage incidents.

C. String Searching Algorithm Performance

The critical aspect of our approximate string matching
algorithm is the speed at which it can search. Modern WiFi
networking throughput is very high, achieving anywhere from
24Mbps to 1Gbps depending on the standard used. If our string
searching algorithm can’t perform fast enough it may become
a bottleneck for network transmissions. To evaluate the speed
we ran the algorithm varying the size of the search text (while
searching for a relatively very small constant target string). The
results can be seen in Fig. 6. The algorithm can process small
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Fig. 6. The total time (in ms) to search for the target string: “717-555-8133”
in a text of varying size.

packets in only a few milliseconds. The algorithm crosses the
1sec boundary when the packets grow larger than 2200KBytes



= 2.1MBytes, which limits our system’s throughput to roughly
2MB/s. This could be improved by re-implementing the string
searching algorithm in native C instead of the default and
Android: Java. Fortunately, there is robust support for native
C code as part of Android apps. We leave this effort to future
work.

D. Naive Bayes Classifier Performance

Building and training a classifier on-device is necessary in
VPN+, because the training data is derived directly from user
data input on their device. For a typical leakage event (e.g., the
IMEI number being sent to a 3rd Party Internet host) the user
can choose to “block” or “accept” the leak. A user that chooses
“allow” and “block” according to their preferences consistently
should be predictable by a Naive Bayes classifier. To evaluate
the speed at which the classifier can be built, trained, and
make a prediction we built data sets of various sizes containing
randomly generated leakage events.
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Fig. 7. The total time (in ns) to make a single prediction after building and
training a classifier on datasets of varying size. (1s = 1billion ns)

As shown in Fig. 7 the total time for the Naive Bayes
classifier to build, train, and make a prediction is negligible.
Even for data sets of many hundreds of entries the total time
is less than 1ms. The measurements of each data set of size n
were taken immediately after one another. So, the variance in
computation time is caused by general system overhead such
as background workload, effective use of caching, memory
allocation, and CPU scheduling. In the beginning (datasets of
< 100 entires) the system settles into the workload. In the
worst case, with a data set of 2000 entries the system takes
a small fraction of a second to build and train the classifier.
This allows extremely frequent re-training as new data points
are added.

To dig deeper we analyzed the time of each stage separately
(build the classifier, train the classifier, and make a prediction).
As shown in Fig. 8 the bulk of the computational time is taken
up by the building phase. Fortunately, the building phase is
actually only necessary once. When VPN+ is deployed on a
user’s phone, they can add a new entry to the dataset without
rebuilding the entire model. Only training and prediction
must be done repeatedly. The cost of adding a new leakage

event to the dataset is effectively only the cost to re-train.
Making a prediction (shown in green) is negligible, taking on
average 5,524ns (0.000005s). These results, combined with
the very modest VPN overhead [7], demonstrate that VPN+ is
performant enough to make predictions “live” on real network
packets as they are transmitted.

E. Naive Bayes Classifier Accuracy

Evaluating the accuracy of the Naive Bayes classifier re-
quires end-user interaction. Obviously a consistent user will be
more easily predictable. We created a simple simulation which
presents the user with 50 randomly generated information
leakage events such as “Google Hangouts” is leaking “GPS
Coordinates” to “A Third Party Internet Host” as shown in
Fig. 2. For each event the user is given the option to “Block” or
“Allow” the leak. At the same time, the Naive Bayes classifier
is used to predict the user’s response. Each time the user’s
response is recorded, the classifier’s data base is updated, and
the classifier is re-trained on the (now one sample larger) data
set. The accuracy can be computed as the number of events in
which the prediction from the classifier matched the user’s
response. We performed this evaluation on three separate
users. Fig. 9 shows that the accuracy quickly converges to
≈ 66% for all three. Because the evaluation was done on the
authors of this work and bias is possible, we have included
a log of the notifications presented. By showing the choices
each user made for each of the 50 simulated leakage events
we can show the users are acting reasonably and not in a way
that would artificial boost the results. The log can be found in
the supplemental materials.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

False negatives may be present in our results for the
information leakage evaluation in Sections V-A and V-B.
Because there is no definitive ground truth, we simply report
the leaks that were detected. Although some of these leaks may
be considered false positives depending on user sensibilities,
we manually verified that the information for each leak was
actually present in the packet stream thereby eliminating false
positives.

Certificate pinning is a strategy that application developers
can employ to harden their SSL/TLS connections. Because
the application developer controls both the client and server
code, they can distribute the appropriate digital certificates in
the client app package. Their app will then only use this self-
distributed digital certificate as enforced by the TLS/SSL Java
libraries. Our implementation, like others in this area [7], [8],
[17] cannot decrypt TLS/SSL packets for apps that implement
certificate pinning, because implementing a MITM attack
requires substituting certificates. Furthermore, on all major
app markets, smartphone applications are digitally signed
themselves, ensuring that their contents (source code, image
assets, etc., and certificates) cannot be modified. Although
certificate pinning does not appear to be wide-spread at this
time, it is slowly growing in popularity.
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Fig. 9. Naive Bayes classifier accuracy vs. data set size.

Our approach does not aim to identify information leaks
using networking functionality that is not filtered through a
VPN. Specifically, SMS messages, or audio data sent over a
traditional GSM phone-call is not inspected. Filters on SMS
messages can be implemented on Android. Any application

with the permission android.permission.READ_SMS
can access the local database of all SMS messages (sent or
received) programmatically and without any user coordination.
Additionally, android.permission.RECEIVE_SMS al-
lows an application to intercept SMS messages when they
arrive. Additionally, any application can send SMS messages
with android.permission.SEND_SMS. Therefore, pre-
venting applications from leaking PIIs via SMS is not trivial,
but it is at least trivial to immediately identify when it happens
by polling the local database of SMS messages.

The target PIIs may not be encoded as strings. For example,
GPS coordinates may be encoded as a String type or as
their native type double. The transmission of the string “5”
is much different from the transmission of the integer value
5, because of the difference in their binary representations.
Unfortunately, there are numerous ways in which informa-
tion might be represented. Our implementation in this work
searches only for string-encoded data.

The malicious app may perform substantial manipulations
on the PII data directly in the app such as compression
or encryption. It is important to note that “standard” TLS
encryption and compression (gzip) is circumvented in our
approach via a TLS MITM proxy. However, any substantial
manipulation of the data performed directly in the app poses
a substantial challenge as it renders the search text entirely
different from the target PII text.

In AntMonitor [8] authors Shuba et al. implement a string
search algorithm called “Aho-Corasick” which uses a trie data
structure. Unfortunately, like many string searching algorithms
this method is not robust in the face of minor changes to the
target string (e.g., searching for “hello” in the string “abcd-
Helloefg”). One interesting area of investigation is effective
and efficient algorithms, which search for a string in a larger
text in scenarios where the string may appear with minor
perturbations.



VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we propose two improvements to VPN-based
on-device network filtering system for the purpose of detect-
ing information leakage on Android smartphones. Our first
contribution is a string searching algorithm that is efficient
and tolerates minor perturbations to the search string. Our
second contribution is the implementation of a multinomial
Naive Bayes classifier to learn (train) and automatically enact
(classify) user preferences on information leakage events.
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